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Contextual Lens Protocol  
Aja Jackson 

 

(Open Access Version) 
 
The Contextual Lens Protocol was created to support facilitators with the goal of teaching & learning for 
understanding and transfer1.  This protocol helps us to gain deeper insight and engage in reflective, evidence-based 
discourse about any given topic because context matters.   
 
As we read, observe, reflect and dialogue with each other, we must be aware of the variety of contexts under which we 
think and speak.  When we are clear and explicit about our “lens”, we help our colleagues & team members gain greater 
understanding.   
 

Contextual Lenses 
Historical Cultural Inquiry 
Political  Linguistic Reflective/Reflexive 
Economic Gender Religion/Spirituality 
Social/Societal Positional Supposition 

“Open” Lens (created by the Individual) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
1 Transfer is a concept based on Understanding by Design where curriculum and assessment goals help students gain skills and 
understanding that transfer beyond the learning environment and into real-world contexts.  
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Step 1.  Input:      Reading, Thinking, Listening, Observing 

As you are taking “in” information, attempt to identify how you are 
processing it.   
Questions to consider:  

• What themes arise? Why? 
• How am I processing this information? Why? 

 
Step 2.  Process: Internal & Respective 

Identify the contextual lens[es] that naturally help you to gain greater 
understanding about the topic/content.  Choose from the list of 12 lenses. 
* TIP:  Less is more. 

 
Step 3.  Output:  Debate, Dialogue, Discourse…Write! 

Practice engaging through your contextual lens by being explicit, using 
evidence, and including your personal narrative.  Always remember that 
your own positional lens is unique which helps others (including yourself) 
further understand the content/theme.   

 
Step 4. Reflect & Reflex  

Consider how your thinking has evolved based on a conversation you have 
had with your colleague/s or after journaling. Find a Reflex Partner to 
help you process.   

 
Ask yourself the following questions.   

• What are my biases?  
• Which contextual lens do I often use?  
• Which contextual lens will push me to 

think “deeper”?  
• Which contextual lens challenges me? 
• How & why might my awareness help 

colleagues/students engage 
differently?...Authentically?   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reflex Partner
How will I become accountable for my 

actions?   Who will support my growth?

A reflex buddy is your accountability 
partner.  They must be someone that 
you trust and respect enough to be 

neutral, supportive, and accountable 
for challenging you, stretching your 
thinking, acknowledging [inherent]

biases and/or affirming your 
commitments.  
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The use, distribution or reproduction in other forums is permitted, provided the original author(s) and the 

copyright owner is credited and that the original protocol is cited, in accordance with accepted academic practice. 
No use, distribution or reproduction is permitted which does not comply with these terms 
 


